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              Initial public offerings are back. And big biotech is getting bigger: another year of profitability, increasing drug sales and bustling partnering activity.
            
For publicly listed biotech companies, 2012 was a year to remember. Follow-on offerings were historically impressive; the initial public offering (IPO) market warmed; stocks rose nearly the entire year; partnering activity, though more frugal, was robust; and sales of biotech's best-selling drugs increased yet again. Above all, last year the public sector (as measured by our criteria; Box 1 and Supplementary Table 1) achieved its fifth straight year of profitability. This success was powered, as usual, by large-cap companies, which recorded $75.7 billion in revenue. Overall, our contingent of public biotechs brought in more than $103 billion in revenue, spent more than $25 billion on R&D, and reported a collective profit of more than $7.7 billion.
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                    Figure 1: NASDAQ biotech index over time.[image: ]
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Figure 5: Public biotech companies by geographical location.[image: ]
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